REPLACEMENT PIPER PARTS

J-3 REAR WINDOW CHANNEL
FAA/PMA'd. Replaces Piper P/N 10057-00 & 10058-00 P/N 05-05038 $45.50

SLIDING WINDOW GUIDE ASSEMBLY KIT, LH
Consists of front and rear frames and slides. Includes opening stop. 2-3 ft. pieces Replaces Piper P/Ns 21671-00, 10059-00 P/N 05-05075 $103.75

ELEVATOR HORN INSPECTION PLATES
FAA/PMA’d. Metal, unpainted. Sold as a Set of 2 Replaces Piper P/N 60742-00 & 60742-01 P/N 05-05039 $58.75

FLEXIBLE HEAT TUBE ADAPTER
FAA/PMA’d. Replaces Piper P/N 72911-00 P/N 05-05059 $56.75

ENGINE FRONT COWLING ATTACH BRACKET
FAA/PMA’d Sold as a set of 2. Replaces Piper P/N 72651-00 & 72571-00 P/N 05-05060 $154.75

PIPER SEATBELT BUCKLE APPLIQUE
Enhance Your Original scratched, dull Seatbelt Buckles with Our Custom Peel 'n Stick Aplications. **Sold in Pairs** P/N 09-03758 $9.95

PIPER CHEROKEE RAMSHORN YOKE BUTTON APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) This is mounted on an .040 lexan backing. Same Size As Original - Installation Instructions Included P/N 09-03760 $34.95

PIPER FUSELAGE SIDEPLATE APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) Easy to install, Peel 'n Stick. Same Size As Original - Covers The Old Rivet-holes. P/N 09-03765 $39.95

PIPER CHEROKEE BOWTIE YOKE APPLIQUE
Put One On Each Side...(sold separately) This is mounted on an .040 lexan backing. Same Size As Original - Installation Instructions Included P/N 09-03766 $23.50

J-3 BOOT COWL NAMEPLATE
Exact reproduction of the original. Raised metal lettering requires painting. 6-1/8” x 1-1/2”. Replaces Piper P/N 480 921 P/N 05-04996 $24.50

TRIM TAB CONTROL COVER PLATE
Nose Up/Down markings need to be applied to plate. Replaces Piper P/N 41131-00 P/N 05-05040 $38.85

INSTRUMENT PANEL WITH CUT OUS锅
FAA/PMA’d. with Cutouts Five holes each of 3-1/8” dia. Replaces Piper P/N 00024-94 P/N 05-05018 $61.75

TORQUE LINK REPAIR KITS FOR PIPER AIRCRAFT
Torque Link Repair Kits for Piper Aircraft. Solves many wheel shimmy problems. Save up to 60%. Features: Convenient kits replace all common wear torque link components. • Fits most prop driven Piper aircraft. • Contains all FAA approved parts and standard hardware. • Save time and money! No more research and ordering of individual parts.

SEE WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM FOR APPLICATION CHART AND PRICING.